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extent. I shall have also to apologize for more or less abruptness in considering
different points, and in order to accomplisli the grcatest results in the shortest space
.my remarks wil! i.cessarily take somevhat of a dogmatic nature, and be more or less
in the forni of aphorisms.

i. The first point which occurs to me is, that want of success in handling niany
skin cases will often cone from lack of care and too little attention and study being
given to the individual case. While skin diseases arc somîewhat difdicult both in their
recognition and treatient, I do not think that they need by any means present the
difficulties which arc imagined by many ; if physicians would only devote the time
and study to indihidual cases whichi are given to the sane cases by the specialist, I
thiik that mucli better results would often be obtained. Even a specialist is seldon
'willing to give a diagnosis or express a prognosis in regard to a case, much less enter
upon a line of treatrnent, until lie lias thoroughly studied the case from every
aspect.

2. In approaching a case of skin disease intelligently it is always necessary to give
some time to several matters: (a) It is very important to go nell into the history of
the eruption itself, how and when it has developed, and wliat were the earliest lesions.
and to discosci, if possible, sonie of the primary lesions still present; (b) careful
.inquiry should also be made in regard to former eruptions whiclh may have been
present, either in the patient or family ; (c) investigation and record shàuld be mac'e
in regard to fanily tendencits, as to eruptions, bronchitis, asthnia, rheumatism, gout,
scrofula, etc.; (d) to understand a patient with a skin disease properly, it is necessary
to know his personal history in regard to former diseases, his tendencies, former con
dition of life, etc. ; (e) it is also always very essential to thoroughly know the present
condition of the patient in all respects, the nianner in which the functions uf life
are performed, the state of the secretions and excretions, his mode of life, diet,
habits, etc.

3. In no branch of medicine, perhaps, is the advantage of taking and recording
notes more clearly apparent than in connection with diseases of the skin. Not only
should the notes be taken at the first visit and the diagnosis mode and recorded, but
at each subsequent visit notes of the condition and present state of.eruption, and the
.results of treatment, should all be entered, together with every prescription employed.
Only in this way can a case be properly studied and followed out from beginning
to end.

4. The conniection of certain skin affections with the general condition1 of the
patient will often be thus most unexpectedly and valuably developed. My exp-rience
lias led me more and more to recognize the dependence of diseases of the skir upon
other conditions of the system, and to regard them less and less fromn their local
aspect.

Although educated in Vienna, and thoroughly imbued with the views of Hebra in
regard to the local causation of skin diseases, and having translated a Germai work
(Neumann) on Diseases of the Skin, which was thoroughly local in its pathology and
treatmient, my experience lias lead me so far away from tiùis line of tlcugLt and belief
that the largest share of my attention in every case is now directed towards internal
.and constitutional causes in the treatment of these affections.

Time and space do not permit me to elaborate these and many other points of
vhich I vould like to speak at length, but some of which may be more fully treated

of in connection with individual diseases later. I may state, however, that as time


